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Preparations are underway for one of the highlights in the police digital, data and 
technology calendar. The Police Digital Summit will be held from 12 to 14 September 
2023 and sets the stage for exciting exploits for the future.

INTRODUCTION Sponsorship Opportunities

We are now three years into delivering the National Policing 
Digital Strategy 2020 - 2030 by, with and for policing and 
partners. This year is an opportunity for us all to reflect on the 
progress that has been made, what we have learned, and look 
to the opportunities ahead on the path to 2030.

This year, our Summit’s theme is ‘Stimulating the Future’. 
The event will explore current key digital, data and technology 
drivers for policing, and the new thinking that we are 
collectively having to do, at pace, on our continuing mission 
to protect the public. This is critically important, as we work 
together to deliver strategic and operational improvements 
that enable and empower police officers and staff to tackle 
the challenges in front of them, now and in the future.

Our Summit has gone from strength to strength, with more 
than 400 delegates joining us in 2022, and this year will be 
no exception. Our new venue, the Brighton Hilton Metropole, 
offers even more space and therefore, opportunities for 
Summit supporters. It affords excellent chances to network, 
share experiences, and explore opportunities. This includes:  
a suite of exhibition areas; plenty of space for breakout rooms 
and all the benefits of a prime conference location.

For 2023, we are providing a wide range of sponsorship 
opportunities to cover all levels of supporters. These are open 
to organisations who closely reflect the theme of this year’s 
Summit, and the interests of the law enforcement community 
in alignment with the National Policing Digital Strategy.

We look forward to welcoming delegates this September.

+ 44 (0) 333 222 4061
register@cjsukmanagement.co.uk

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN ANY OF 
THE SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES 
PLEASE CONTACT:
CJS Event Solutions on behalf of Police Digital Service 
and the National Police Technology Council on:
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This Police Digital Summit presents PLATINUM 
SUPPORTERS with a unique opportunity to 
demonstrate their commitment to policing, with 
a comprehensive benefits package to promote 
their organisation and its work.

THE ORGANISATIONS ACTING AS PLATINUM 
SUPPORTERS OF THE SUMMIT WILL RECEIVE THE 
FOLLOWING BENEFITS:

• Summit and dinner attendance for five stand staff;

• Overnight accommodation for five staff on the nights of 
12 and 13 September (accommodation at the Summit 
venue, with breakfast included);

• Acknowledgement of your organisation in the opening 
session as a Platinum Supporter;

• A 10 x 5 metre stand in the exhibition hall (space 
allowed for demo kit and/or vehicles if required);

• At the conclusion of Day One plenary sessions, delegates 
will be invited to attend a drinks reception in the exhibition 
hall. Drinks will be served in the immediate vicinity of the 
stand area, in the Platinum and Gold exhibition spaces; 

• An opportunity to engage with delegates as a 
member of a small, select, panel on the main stage 
in the plenary session.

• An opportunity to host two tables at the formal dinner 
on the evening of 13 September;

• Access to a scanner(s) to capture data from delegate ID 
passes, whilst visiting your exhibition stand;

• Your organisation’s logo on all relevant onsite signage; and

• A 500-word write-up in the Summit programme (digital);

PLATINUM Supporter

• The positioning of your organisation’s logo on the home 
page of the Summit event site and other Summit 
materials, including the PDS website.

IN ADDITION TO THE ABOVE, THOSE SUPPORTING THE 
2023 SUMMIT WILL RECEIVE THE FOLLOWING BENEFITS:

• A dedicated page on the Summit event site, which will be 
branded to meet any organisation/company guidelines that 
you may have;

• Acknowledgement on the Summit event site as a Summit 
supporter;

• A full overview of your organisation/company;

• Use of ‘Sponsor of the Police Digital Summit’ logo on 
sponsor assets;

• An opportunity to upload any relevant digital materials;

• An opportunity to provide a pre-recorded presentation 
and/or self-produced video (up to 20 minutes for a 
presentation, up to two minutes for a self-produced video).

Cost: £35,000 + VAT  Terms: 100% on acceptance 
Number of opportunities: 2

PLATINUM

PLEASE NOTE: This presentation should not contain sensitive 
material. Length limitations on presentations and videos must 
be strictly adhered to. This can be supplied directly to CJS or 
recorded via your own in-house software:

• A hyperlink to your website and/or your company contact 
page;

• A document will be sent to all attendees post event, 
containing direct links to each supporter’s page on the 
Summit event site.
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On the evening of 13 September, there will be 
a formal Summit dinner. This will provide an 
opportunity for one organisation to brand the 
dinner area and to host tables there.

THE ORGANISATION ACTING AS A DINNER SUPPORTER 
OF THE SUMMIT WILL RECEIVE THE FOLLOWING 
BENEFITS:

• An opportunity to brand the dinner area;

• Summit and dinner attendance for three stand staff;

• Overnight accommodation for three staff on the 
nights of 12 and 13 September (this will be in an 
overflow hotel a short walk from the Summit venue, 
breakfast included);

• An opportunity to host three tables of ten at the 
dinner, joined by senior representatives of PDS and law 
enforcement;

• A 3 x 2 metre stand in the exhibition hall;

• At the conclusion of Day One plenary sessions, delegates 
will be invited to attend a drinks reception in the exhibition 
hall. Drinks will be served in the immediate vicinity of the 
stand area, in the Gold exhibition space; 

• Acknowledgement of your organisation in the opening 
session as the Dinner Supporter;

• An opportunity to deliver a brief, five-minute 
pre-dinner address to delegates at a suitable time 
during the Summit dinner;

• Access to a scanner to capture data from delegate ID 
passes, whilst visiting your exhibition stand;

SUMMIT DINNER Supporter

• Your organisation’s logo on relevant onsite signage; and

• A 300-word write-up in the Summit programme (digital).

IN ADDITION TO THE ABOVE, THOSE SUPPORTING THE 
2023 SUMMIT WILL RECEIVE THE FOLLOWING BENEFITS:

• A dedicated page on the Summit event site, which will be 
branded to meet any organisation/company guidelines that 
you may have;

• Acknowledgement on the Summit event site as a Summit 
supporter;

• A full overview of your organization/ company;

• Use of ‘Sponsor of the Police Digital Summit’ logo on 
sponsor assets;

• An opportunity to upload any relevant digital materials;

• An opportunity to provide a pre-recorded presentation 
and/or self-produced video (up to 20 minutes for a 
presentation, up to two minutes for a self-produced video).

Cost: £19,500 + VAT  Terms: 100% on acceptance 
Number of opportunities: 1

PLEASE NOTE: This presentation should not contain sensitive 
material. Length limitations on presentations and videos must 
be strictly adhered to. This can be supplied directly to CJS or 
recorded via your own in-house software:

• A hyperlink to your website and/or your company contact 
page;

• A document will be sent to all attendees post event, 
containing direct links to each supporter’s page on the 
Summit event site. 
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This Summit presents GOLD SUPPORTERS 
with a unique opportunity to demonstrate their 
commitment to working with policing.

THE ORGANISATIONS ACTING AS GOLD SUPPORTER OF 
THE SUMMIT WILL RECEIVE THE FOLLOWING BENEFITS:

• Summit and dinner attendance for two stand staff;

• Overnight accommodation for two staff on the nights 
of 12 and 13 September (this will be in an overflow 
hotel a short walk from the Summit venue, breakfast 
included);

• A 5 x 3 metre stand in the exhibition hall;

• At the conclusion of Day One plenary sessions, delegates 
will be invited to attend a drinks reception in the exhibition 
hall. Drinks will be served in the immediate vicinity of the 
stand area, in the Gold exhibition space; 

• An opportunity to engage with delegates by 
delivering a workshop. This workshop will be 
allocated by the PDS Summit to a workstream. 
The workshop must be delivered in partnership with 
a policing/law enforcement organization (e.g. have the 
client force with you). The presentation should support 
and demonstrate the Summit theme. You will have the 
opportunity to brand the session accordingly; 

• Access to a scanner to capture data from delegate ID 
passes, whilst visiting your exhibition stand; and

• Your organisation’s logo on all relevant onsite signage; and

• A 300-word write-up in the Summit programme (digital).

GOLD Supporter

IN ADDITION TO THE ABOVE, THOSE SUPPORTING THE 
2023 SUMMIT WILL RECEIVE THE FOLLOWING BENEFITS:

• A dedicated page on the Summit event site. This will be 
branded to meet any organisation/company guidelines that 
you may have;

• Acknowledgement on the Summit event site as a Summit 
supporter;

• A full overview of your organisation/ company;

• Use of ‘Sponsor of the Police Digital Summit’ logo on 
sponsor assets;

• An opportunity to upload any relevant digital materials;

• An opportunity to provide a pre-recorded presentation 
and/or self-produced video (up to 20 minutes for a 
presentation, up to two minutes for a self-produce d video).

Cost: £18,000 + VAT  Terms: 100% on acceptance 
Number of opportunities: 8

GOLD

PLEASE NOTE: This presentation should not contain sensitive 
material. Length limitations on presentations and videos must 
be strictly adhered to. This can be supplied directly to CJS or 
recorded via your in-house software:

• A hyperlink to your website and/ or your company contact 
page;

• A document will be sent to all attendees post event, 
containing direct links to each supporter’s page on the 
Summit event site.
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On the evening prior to the official opening of 
the Summit, delegates will be invited to attend 
an informal drinks reception and buffet.

THIS WILL PROVIDE AN EXCELLENT NETWORKING 
OPPORTUNITY FOR THE SOLE SUPPORTER OF THE 
RECEPTION, WHO WILL RECEIVE THE FOLLOWING 
BENEFITS:

• An opportunity to brand the pre-summit reception area;

• Summit and dinner attendance for two stand staff;

• Overnight accommodation for two staff on the nights 
of 12 and 13 September (this will be in an overflow 
hotel a short walk from the Summit venue, breakfast 
included);

• A brief toast of a few minutes, with 
acknowledgment of your support made by a 
Senior PDS representative during the pre-summit 
reception;

• A 3 x 2 metre stand in the Silver exhibition space;

• Access to a scanner to capture data from delegate ID 
passes, whilst visiting your exhibition stand; and

• Your organisation’s logo on relevant onsite signage; and

• A 100-word write up in the Summit programme (digital).

PRE-SUMMIT 
RECEPTION (SILVER) 
Supporter

IN ADDITION TO THE ABOVE, THOSE SUPPORTING THE 
2023 SUMMIT WILL RECEIVE THE FOLLOWING BENEFITS:

• A dedicated page on the Summit event site. This will be 
branded to meet any organisation/company guidelines that 
you may have;

• Acknowledgement on the Summit event site as a Summit 
supporter;

• A full overview of your organisation/company;

• Use of ‘Sponsor of the Police Digital Summit’ logo on 
sponsor assets;

• An opportunity to upload any relevant digital materials;

• An opportunity to provide a pre-recorded presentation 
and/or self-produced video (up to 20 minutes for a 
presentation, up to two minutes for a self-produced video).

Cost: £10,500 + VAT  Terms: 100% on acceptance 
Number of opportunities: 1

RECEPTION (SILVER)

PLEASE NOTE: This presentation should not contain sensitive 
material. Length limitations on presentations and videos must 
be strictly adhered to. This can be supplied directly to CJS or 
recorded via your in-house software;

• A hyperlink to your website and/or your company contact 
page;

• A document will be sent to all attendees post event, 
containing direct links to each supporter page, on the 
Summit event site.
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This Summit will present the SILVER 
SUPPORTERS with an opportunity to showcase 
their commitment to working with policing.

THE ORGANISATION ACTING AS A SILVER SUPPORTER 
OF THE EVENT WILL RECEIVE THE FOLLOWING 
BENEFITS:

• Summit and dinner attendance for two stand staff

• Overnight accommodation for two staff on 12 and 13 
September (this will be in an overflow hotel, a short walk 
from the Summit venue, breakfast included);

• Acknowledgement of your organisation in the opening 
session as a Silver Supporter;

• A 3 x 2 metre stand in the Silver exhibition space;

• At the conclusion of Day One plenary sessions, delegates 
will be invited to attend a drinks reception in the exhibition 
hall. Drinks will be served in the immediate vicinity of the 
stand area, in the Gold exhibition space; 

• Access to a scanner to capture data from delegate ID 
passes, whilst visiting your exhibition stand; and

• Your organisation’s logo on relevant onsite signage; and

• A 200-word write-up in the Summit programme (digital).

SILVER Supporter

IN ADDITION TO THE ABOVE, THOSE SUPPORTING THE 
2022 SUMMIT WILL RECEIVE THE FOLLOWING BENEFITS:

• A dedicated page on the Summit event site. This will be 
branded to meet any organisation/company guidelines that 
you may have;

• Acknowledgement on the Summit event site as a Summit 
supporter;

• A full overview of your organisation/company;

• Use of ‘Sponsor of the Police Digital Summit’ logo on 
sponsor assets;

• An opportunity to upload any relevant digital materials;

• An opportunity to provide a pre-recorded presentation 
and/or self-produced video (up to 20 minutes for a 
presentation, up to two minutes for a self-produced video).

Cost: £9,500 + VAT  Terms: 100% on acceptance 
Number of opportunities: 25

SILVER

PLEASE NOTE: This presentation should not contain sensitive 
material. Length limitations on presentations and videos must 
be strictly adhered to. This can be supplied directly to CJS or 
recorded via your in-house software;

• A hyperlink to your website and/or your company contact 
age;

• A document will be sent to all attendees post event, 
containing direct links to each supporter page on the 
Summit event site.
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In order to ensure inclusiveness this year the 
Summit presents an opportunity for more 
organisations to have a presence at the Summit. 

TO FACILITATE THIS BRONZE, SMALL AND MEDIUM 
ENTERPRISE (SME) SUPPORTERS WILL HAVE THE 
OPPORTUNITY TO BENEFIT FROM THE FOLLOWING:

• Summit and dinner attendance for one stand staff 
member;

• Overnight accommodation for one member of staff 
on 12 and 13 September (this will be in an overflow 
hotel a short walk from the Summit venue, breakfast 
included);

• A single pull up banner of no more than 1m width 
in the exhibition hall. A pedestal will be provided by the 
organisers;

• At the conclusion of Day One plenary sessions, delegates 
will be invited to attend a drinks reception in the exhibition 
hall. Drinks will be served in the immediate vicinity of the 
stand area, in the Gold exhibition space; 

• Access to a scanner to capture data from delegate ID 
passes, whilst visiting your exhibition stand; and

• Your organisation’s logo on relevant onsite signage.

BRONZE Supporter

IN ADDITION TO THE ABOVE, THOSE SUPPORTING THE 
2022 SUMMIT WILL RECEIVE THE FOLLOWING BENEFITS:

• A dedicated page on the Summit event site. This will be 
branded to meet any organisation/company guidelines that 
you may have;

• Acknowledgement on the Summit event site as a Summit 
supporter;

• A brief overview of your organisation/company;

• Use of ‘Sponsor of the Police Digital Summit’ logo on 
sponsor assets;

• A hyperlink to your website and/or your company contact 
page;

• A document will be sent to all attendees post event, 
containing direct links to each supporter page on the 
Summit event site.

Cost: £2,500 + VAT  Terms: 100% on acceptance 
Number of opportunities: 8

BRONZE
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All delegates will receive a conference badge 
with your branded lanyard. 

This will give the supporter of the pack an 
opportunity for their own logo to appear on the 
lanyard, ensuring that their brand is highlighted 
to delegates. 

PROVISION of Lanyards

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS:

• An acknowledgment on the official Summit event site and 
the opportunity to link that site to your own website;

• Summit and dinner attendance for one; and

• Overnight accommodation on the 12 and 13 
September for one member of staff (this will be in 
an overflow hotel a short walk from the Summit venue, 
breakfast included).

Cost: £2,800 + VAT  Terms: 100% on acceptance 
Number of opportunities: 1



CJS Event Solutions, Rickyard Suite, 
The Elms, Isham Road, Pytchley, 
Northants NN14 1EW 

+ 44 (0) 333 222 4061 
register@cjsukmanagement.co.uk

For further information or to arrange a 
bespoke marketing package please contact:

CJS EVENT SOLUTIONS 
CJS is a trading name of CJS (UK Management) Limited a Registered 
Company, Number 5188640, Registered in England & Wales at the 
address: 6 North Street, Oundle, Peterborough, PE8 4AL.

Please note: the organisers reserve the right to decline the attendance 
of supporters or exhibitors without providing specific reasons.

CJS can provide exhibition equipment in support of your attendance 
and, where necessary, undertake the set-up of your stand.


